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With this newsletter I am excited to share with you matters I care about, hoping that it 
will inspire you to reflect, act and develop greater confidence and self-awareness in your 
roles. Because the most important relationship in our life is the one we have 
with our Self!  

2023 may you be…. 

Cheers to the new year and all the new adventures it holds for us 💫

"...our journey onward,
regardless of where we are,

can always be
a delicious surprise.

Sometimes with pain,
Sometimes with excitement,

But always with new possibilities
for ourselves."

Virginia Satir
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Let's begin with two announcements, 

On the 20th January a new small group will begin the Neurolinguistics Practitioner 
program, live in Vienna and online. You can read more here. Since I got sick with Covid in 
the last week of 2022, I didn't manage to properly tell you about my holidays gift for you. 
Therefore, I decided to extend the special offer through 7th January. So, if you were 
hesitating, now is the time to make that decision to register and grab your 30% 
discount! Choose for yourself. Contact me directly.
Plus, an online workshop on learning how to set outcomes that will help you achieve 

whatever you want in life. Register 👉  here

 

New Year, New Me 

Such a cliché, right? We've said it so many times, and as many times we've felt like we 
have returned to the same old me. But, have you ever wondered how same is the "same 
old me"? Is it really the same, or something is different? Are we really returning to our 
old identity?
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https://vianlp.com/international-nlp-practitioner/
https://www.eventbrite.at/e/workshop-implement-your-goals-consistently-tickets-490940535357


Who am I? Our sense of self. Identity - it is a noun. Do you think our identity is a static 
thing like nouns? Or you feel it is more on the side of motion, like a verb? My mentor, 
Carmen Bostic St. Clair, once said she likes to think of Identity as a butterfly - constantly 
changing, in motion, alive! It is everything, but static. It is constantly evolving.

What am I made of? What makes me, me? Our physical, cognitive and spiritual self. All of 
the experiences and memories, behaviours, skills, beliefs, values, attitudes. Our 
relationships, too. The way we perceive ourself, how others perceive us and how we think 
others perceive us. The story we tell ourself! All of it makes up our identity, which 
dictates the choices we make. It is such a complex thing! We can have multiple roles 
inside an identity - such as a daughter, sister, teacher, leader, friend, partner, lover, writer... 
"and each role holds meaning and expectations that are internalized into (our) identity.

Identity continues to evolve over the course of an individual’s life.”

I believe that we are the ones who are the creators of our identity. And, our identity is 
shaped in correlation to our relationships with others. So, this January, for the beginning of 
the new year I'd like to invite you to explore:

• What meaning do I give to my roles?
• Which expectations do I hold for myself in those roles?
• Which expectations do I hold of others?

... then think of, not "Who do I want to be?" - you know who you are! - but,

• How do I want to be?
• What do I want to bring to the world?

Decide today, as you are reading this! Because real change happens when we change on 
identity level. When we show up differently, we open the possibility for braking the chain of 
old patterns. As Carl Jung said:

"I am not what happened to me, I am what I choose to become"
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/identity


To close, 

My message for the month of January is:

I am who I am. Not more, and not less. 

Conversation starters:
(Inspiration and Information Sources)

I'm reading and watching:
• A New Earth by Eckhart Tolle
• Triangle of Sadness, Ruben Östlund's wickedly funny Palme d'Or winner
• Terry Real on self-esteem and depression
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https://www.amazon.com/New-Earth-Awakening-Purpose-Selection/dp/0452289963/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3EBLB8X8QU3O4&keywords=a+new+earth+creating+a+better+life+eckhart+tolle&qid=1672747583&sprefix=a+new+earth+creating+a+better+lifeeckhart+tolle%2Caps%2C168&sr=8-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWrS7f_nS9w
https://terryreal.com/terry-real-m-s-w-talks-about-self-esteem-and-depression/

